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Due to COVID restrictions, many of our outreach efforts
shifted. However, with access improving in professional
settings and Sasi and Molly being on our team, we are
extremely hopeful for the future and the ways we can
engage professionals in our region who have the potential
to positively impact our friends with Down syndrome
whom we care about.

If you would like more information on any of these
outreach efforts and/or want to help, please contact Sasi or
Molly directly via  email or call them at (513) 761-5400.

With Appreciation,

Jim Hudson
DSAGC Executive Director

One definition of outreach is the "extending of services or
assistance beyond current or usual limits". When most people
think about the DSAGC and our services, they think of the
programs we offer children and adults with Down syndrome
as well as the ways we support parents and other family
members. However, we also extend our services by doing
outreach work with a wide range of professionals who
interact with and/or support children and adults with Down
syndrome and their families. 

In terms of our outreach work, we have identified four key
areas to focus on for now. One is health outreach work
ranging from helping medical professionals give an accurate
and sensitive diagnosis to distributing the pediatric and adult
medical care guidelines for individuals with Down syndrome.
We do educational outreach by training educators on best
practices when it comes to teaching children with Down
syndrome as well as peer presentations in classrooms. We
have a Government Affairs Committee that works on
government advocacy projects. And, we also work with
employers who have a desire to hire individuals with Down
syndrome. We help them identify potential candidates as
well as set them up to be a successful workplace.

In order to take our outreach dreams and make them
realities, we have hired two part-time Outreach Specialists in
the last few months. Dr. Sasi Chockalingam
(sasic@dsagc.com) will focus on our health outreach and
government advocacy projects. Besides being an MD, Sasi
also has a Master’s in Health Education. Molly Blaker
(mollyb@dsagc.com) will take the lead with regard to our
educational and employer outreach initiatives. Molly has a
background as a School Intervention Specialist.

Jim Hudson
E X E C U T I V E  D I R E C T O R

mailto:sasic@dsagc.com
mailto:mollyb@dsagc.com


Our talented programming staff who plan and implement
hundreds of opportunities for skill acquisition, growth and
social connection. 
Our 700+ volunteers, who gift their time and talents to
support our community, and those who diligently train,
recruit and manage them. 
Our outreach staff, who make sure our Greater Cincinnati
community embraces, supports, and inspires individuals
with Down syndrome to live healthy, self-determined and
fulfilling lives.
Grace, our 2022 intern, who helped with projects around
the office to support efficient operation.
Our event and development staff who work tirelessly to
raise the money to support the programs and outreach,
plus our donors who make that all possible. 
Our communications and admin staff who take care of all
our business matters, to bolster awareness and to run
ethically and efficiently.
Our parents and families, who lean on each other for
advice, support and encouragement.
Our self-advocates, who work hard every day and inspire
us.
Our allies, who demonstrate compassion for our Ds
community and advocate fiercely for our needs.
Our fearless organizational leaders, committee members
and advisory board, who offer steadfast leadership,
unwavering support, and an undeniable passion for the
future of our organization. 

Let this be a reminder that we are stronger together, and no
contribution is too small to make an impact. 

I hope the summer season is treating you well and I look
forward to all of the connections to be made at the Buddy
Walk on September 10!

Erin Brown
B O A R D  P R E S I D E N T

 “If you think you’re too small to have an impact, try falling
asleep with a mosquito in the room.” 
Although a bit silly, this thought resonates well because it
reminds me that no action or contribution to the DSAGC's
mission is too small. And no time commitment is too little.
Every contribution matters. 

The smaller “parts” that we contribute are so important
because they add up to a greater whole, so we can deliver on
our mission to empower individuals, educate families,
enhance communities and together, celebrate the
extraordinary lives of people with Down syndrome.

In July, I contributed a small “part” as a volunteer at the iCan
Bike camp, a program hosted by the DSAGC where children
and adults with Down syndrome learn to ride a bike
independently. I traded 90 minutes of my weekday morning
routine to spot riders on their bikes, a seemingly small
contribution. But in that time, a family’s life changed before
my eyes, as their daughter learned to ride independently.
The impact of this moment for them was immeasurable—
they could now take trips down the Loveland bike trail, relish
in a post-ride ice cream cone, and most importantly, enjoy
this activity as an entire family—something once not
possible. 

Bike camp is just one part of the proverbial “whole” when I
think about all the ways the DSAGC supports our loved ones
with Down syndrome. Yes, the whole is greater than the sum
of its parts, but it’s the “parts” I’d like to celebrate this
summer, and recognize the many contributions that fuel our
local Ds community, like:



Saturday, September 10

Zac Taylor
Cincinnati Bengals

Head Coach
David Bell
Cincinnati Reds

Manager

Ralph Creekmore
Buddy Walk
Ambassador

www.BuddyWalkCincy.org



What is the Buddy Walk?

What can I expect at the Buddy Walk?

What do the funds from Buddy Walk support?

The Buddy Walk is the Down Syndrome Association of Greater Cincinnati’s largest fundraiser! The walk
itself is a one-mile stroll through Sawyer Point with entertainment along the way. There is an after-party
immediately following the walk with food, drinks, bounce houses, crafts, and more! Over 375 teams
register online and over 13,000 attend the Cincinnati Buddy Walk!

The Buddy Walk is a special day for everyone! At 10 am, the drumline will kick off the Buddy Walk at
the main stage on the Kroger Promenade. It is your day, so walk your way!  You can hop on the walk
route wherever you’d like. Along the walk route, there will be loads of entertainment including
music, dancing, cheer groups, and more! At 10:30 am, the after-party kicks off and all participants are
treated to complimentary food, drinks, crafts, bounce houses, music, a photo booth, and much more!
Please note, the Buddy Walk takes place rain or shine.

As the largest DSAGC fundraising event of the year, the Buddy Walk provides about 50% of the
resources needed for the DSAGC to fulfill its mission throughout the year. With your help, we can
continue to provide support, resources, outreach, and programming to thousands of people with
Down syndrome, their families, and the community. 

How can I get a Buddy Walk T-Shirt?
Everyone registered for the Buddy Walk  by August 4 receives a FREE Buddy Walk T-Shirt! Team
Captains will pick up their team's shirts during our  "T-Shirt Week", which takes place September 3 -
September 8. Check www.BuddyWalkCincy.org for times and details. We order over 10,000 shirts
each year and LOVE seeing the shirts out in the community!

Thank you, Buddy Walk Sponsors!



Reading Readiness (ages 4 - 5)
Soccer Shots (ages 6 - 17)
Cheerleading (grades K - 12)
Magnified Giving (ages 13 - 17)
Theatre Program (ages 18 & up)
Leisure Exploration (ages 18 & up)
Running Group (all ages)

Empowerment Series occur once a week for 3 – 5 weeks. The classes build upon each other and are
designed to empower individuals with Down syndrome. Registration is required.  For most series, there is
a one-time $20 fee to participate for the entire series. DSAGC families are welcome to use our
Community Participation Fund to help cover the cost.

RESPITE

EMPOWERMENT SERIES

We offer Respite Care once a quarter. 
We provide parents with short-term
care services in a safe, supportive, and
structured setting. Respite events are open to
the child/teen/adult with Down syndrome as
well as their siblings. After drop-off, parents
will have three hours to themselves to do
whatever they please! 

Our “care assistant” volunteers are trained and must
pass a background check. Registration is required,
but it is FREE to participate.

Our programs focus on therapeutic, recreational, educational, and social opportunities for all
ages and stages. We tailor our offerings to reflect the need of our local families as we strive to

provide valuable support and quality programs for those in our community.

registration opens sept 1st

All smiles during 
Summer Tutoring!



Saturday, September 24 
registration opens Thursday, September 15

Photography Day is an opportunity for you and your family to get pictures taken by a professional
photographer. Following your session, you will receive all the photos digitally at no cost to you. This

opportunity is FREE to DSAGC families, but registration is required. Space is limited and fills on a first-
come, first-serve basis.

SOCIAL OPPORTUNITIES

PHOTOGRAPHY DAY

Early Matters Playgroup (ages 0 - 5)
Creepy Crawly Costume Party (ages 0 - 5)
Sunday Funday (ages 6 - 12)
Spooktacular Saturday (ages 6 - 12)
Ninja Warrior Social (ages 6 - 17)
Teen Club Events (ages 13 - 17)

Social Opportunities occur on occasion and include various learning  components, but focus heavily on
social networking and building relationships. Registration is required for each individual social. At times
there may be a cost associated, but the majority of these opportunities are free. 

HOLIDAY PARTY

This year is extra special! We will host our first-ever 
DSAGC Holiday Market. Adults with disabilities

who own their own business or create their own art
will be selling their merchandise. The holiday party
is FREE, but be sure to extra bring cash if you'd like

to purchase from these vendors.

Holiday Crafting (ages 13 & up)
Art & Apps (ages 18 & up)
Lunch N Learn (ages 35 & up)
Candy Vendors / Holiday Helpers (ages 35 & up)
Dinner and Dialogues (ages 35 & up)
Sibling Soiree (siblings of those 35+)

Sunday, December 4
1 - 4 pm • Oasis Center

We celebrate the holiday season every
December by bringing our community

together for a visit with Santa and
decorating holiday crafts.

DSAGC
Holiday
Market



Virtual Cooking with Chef Harvey
Virtual Baking with Chefs Jordan and Daniel
Virtual Bingo
Virtual Circle Time 
Virtual Creative Expression

While the majority of our programs are back in-person, we will still offer several virtual opportunities on a monthly
basis. Registration is required, but it is FREE to participate. 

 

COMMUNITY GROUPS

SOCIAL CLUBS

VIRTUAL PROGRAMS

Butler/Warren
B.A.C.H. ( Brown, Adams, 

Eastside
Westside
Northern Kentucky

Community Groups provide support, connections, information and serve as a
resource to families while creating a warm, welcoming, empathetic
environment. Families who have children with Down syndrome can network
and share common interests, concerns, challenges, and information. They do
this through community events, informational meetings, and online groups.

Area Groups 

        Clinton, Highland)

 

African American Family Network 
D.A.D.S. Group
Hispanic Family Group
DSAGC Teen Club
Grandparents Group

2011 - 2023

Special Interest Groups

Birth Year Groups

DS/ASD Support Group
In an effort to support families with
loved ones who have or who suspect

to have a dual diagnosis of Down
syndrome and autism (ASD), the

DSAGC is offering a newly formed
support group for parents and

caregivers. The goal of this group is to
connect families to help support one

another by talking through challenges
and successes while guided by a

qualified group facilitator.
Participants will benefit from the

facilitator’s knowledge of strategies to
help in extra stressful situations. They
will be able to encourage each other

as caregivers and can share and learn
firsthand about resources to help in

the many stages of this journey.

Social clubs serve as an opportunity for our adults with Down syndrome to take a leadership role in planning and
implementing their own social activities. 

These clubs were created to empower adults and increase independence.
 

There are numerous social clubs throughout our twelve-county radius. Each club consists of 4 - 8 adults with Down
syndrome and 2 peer partners*. Social clubs meet regularly once a month, and the goal is to create a consistent

schedule (ex: 1st Friday of the month at 7 pm). Typically, each member of the social club plans one monthly outing
per year to give each member and peer partner an opportunity to host. 



EMPOWERMENT CENTER
 Our Empowerment Center is furnished with therapeutic equipment, a

rock wall, swings, trampolines, climbing mats, toys, games, and
electronics. In addition, we have a fully equipped sensory room. We

host a wide variety of programs in this space.

Empowerment Center
also offers an

additional program
area and sensory room.

Open Hangout

 This is a FREE opportunity for you, your family, and friends to utilize the space
in your own way and at no cost. You will have access to the entire center,

including the Sensory Room. 
Open Hangout is designed to help build upon skills for intellectual, social,

emotional, and physical development. By choosing your own activities, Open
Hangout also allows for increased exploration, creativity, imagination, and
learning. The Empowerment Center is also an inviting place where parents

and caregivers can connect. 
Open Hangout is available for all ages and abilities!

 

Every Wednesday from 10 am - 12 pm
no registration required

2nd Saturday of the Month from 10 am - 12 pm 
registration required



SUPPORT AT EVERY AGE

FAMILY ASSISTANCE

Meet with individuals with Down syndrome and their families
whenever needed to offer continuous support.
Make introductions to local agencies, intervention programs, county
services, and more.
Connect families to each other through in-person opportunities,
online chat groups, and more.
Attend important meetings (hospital, school, work, etc.) to advocate
for the individual with Down syndrome’s best interest.
Research referrals, community opportunities, best practices, etc.
Assist families in the preparation of transitions (IEPs, behavior plans,
moving out, aging)
Organize presentations to enhance the community’s understanding
of Down syndrome.
Provide extensive outreach to local healthcare professionals,
educators, employers, and legislators....and so much more!

GIVING TREE

Hospital Care Packages
We deliver care packages to individuals with Down
syndrome who are admitted to the hospital. Our care
packages include meal tickets, snacks, cards, activities,
books, and more.

Community Participation Fund
We have a limited amount of scholarships available for
individuals with Down syndrome to participate in
community activities (such as camps, soccer, swim
lessons) and therapies.

Transportation Assistance Fund
The Transportation Assistance Fund (TAF)
provides financial assistance to parents or
caregivers so they can obtain dependable and
convenient transportation to DSAGC programs
and events, or medical and therapy
appointments for their loved one with Down
syndrome. The DSAGC is offering this assistance
through Lyft Ride Passes. 

Our Giving Tree program supports DSAGC families who may need a helping hand during the holiday season. All
children (under 18 years old) in a family unit are eligible to receive gifts valued at $50 - $60.

Our generous Giving Tree sponsors are anonymously paired with children to purchase items off of their wish list.
Registration for Giving Tree opens in October.

 

Thank you to our amazing Giving Tree committee for making this program possible!
 



Buddy Up Fitness
Buddy Up Fitness is a full body workout class for
Athletes ages 12 and over. Our 8-10 station full-
body circuit training program is designed to
combine activities that both increase heart rate
and strengthen muscle mass with an emphasis
on core conditioning. Buddy Up Fitness is filled
with challenges and fun to help each of our
Athletes reach their fullest potential.

Wednesdays from 6:45 - 7:45 pm
September 28
October 5, 12, 19, 26
November 2 and 16

RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM

BUDDY UP FOR LIFE ®
Buddy Up Tennis
Buddy Up Tennis is a 90-minute clinic consisting of 60
minutes of professional tennis instruction and 30
minutes of fitness conditioning, for Athletes ages 5 and
over. Each of our Athletes is partnered with a volunteer
Buddy to maximize their experience. Buddies are
required to be at least 14 years old, enthusiastic,
energetic and ready to have fun! No tennis experience is
required. All Athletes receive a team shirt and racquet.

Saturdays from 4:00 – 5:30 pm
Dates TBD

WWW.DSACO.NET/DSRESEARCHSYMPOSIUM
LEARN MORE AND REGISTER AT



Congenital heart defects (CHD) are reported to affect from
40-60% of babies diagnosed with Down syndrome
compared with approximately 1% in the general
population. The complete atrioventricular septal defect
(AVSD) is the most common type of congenital heart defect
in individuals with Down syndrome with a 45% prevalence.
It occurs during pregnancy with the abnormal development
of the valves (tricuspid and mitral valves) between the
heart’s upper and lower chambers (atria and ventricles) and
the walls between the chambers (septal walls).

The complete atrioventricular septal defect is characterized
by a large hole in the center of the heart which allows blood
to flow between all four chambers of the heart. This hole
occurs where the septa (walls) separating the two top
chambers (atria) and two bottom chambers (ventricles)
normally meet. There is also one common atrioventricular
valve in the center of the heart instead of two separate
valves – the tricuspid valve on the right side of the heart and
the mitral valve on the left side of the heart. This common
valve often has leaflets (flaps) that may not be formed
correctly or do not close tightly. This defect allows blood to
flow where it normally should not go and may result in a
lower than normal amount of oxygen for the individual.
Extra blood also can flow to the lungs which can force the
heart and lungs to work hard resulting in congestive heart
failure and pulmonary hypertension. 

This defect can be surgically corrected. The atrial and
ventricular septal defects are repaired with a patch.
The single atrioventricular valve is separated into right and
left components and the valves are reconstructed into a
tricuspid valve and a mitral valve. The separated valves are
attached to the patch. The left atrioventricular valve (the
mitral valve) is partially closed with sutures to reduce
regurgitation or leakage. Surgery should be done before
there is permanent damage to the lungs from too much
blood being pumped to the lungs.

Individuals with Down syndrome who have undergone
surgical repair of a complete atrioventricular septal defect
are not cured. They are at risk for lifelong complications.
The most common complication is a leaky mitral valve. This
condition occurs when the mitral valve does not close
completely so that it allows blood to flow backwards
through the valve (mitral regurgitation). A leaky mitral
valve can cause the heart to work harder to get enough
blood to the rest of the body and may have to be surgically
repaired. 

A child or adult with a repaired AVSD should have regular
follow-up visits with a cardiologist to ensure the heart is
working well and to monitor for any complications. With
proper treatment, these individuals grow up to lead
healthy, productive lives. Also, because many babies with
Down syndrome have congenital heart defects, all infants
with Down syndrome should have an echocardiogram to
look for any type of congenital heart defect.

Images are in the public domain from the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, National Center on Birth
Defects and Developmental Disabilities and thus free of
any copyright restrictions. 

References available upon request.



Every thorough mental health assessment should
include an assessment of physical health to ensure that
physical health problems are not affecting mental well-
being in any way. This is true whether or not the adult
with Down syndrome is suspected of having any kind of
mental illness. Discovering physical health problems
early in their course may prevent them from causing
mental health problems.

We sometimes find that a physical problem is the direct
cause of a mental health problem and sometimes it is a
contributing factor. However, in either case, as time goes
by, the problem often develops other “layers,” and 

PAIN
POSSIBLE IMPACT: DEPRESSION, BEHAVIOR
CHANGE, AGGRESSION, AND ANXIETY
TEST OR PROCEDURE: INTERVIEW THE ADULT WITH
DOWN SYNDROME AND THEIR FAMILY/CAREGIVER;
THOROUGH PHYSICAL EXAM; ADDITIONAL
PROCEDURES AS INDICATED BASED ON HISTORY AND
PHYSICAL EXAM

HEARING IMPAIRMENT
POSSIBLE IMPACT: ANXIETY, APPARENT LOSS
OF COGNITIVE SKILLS, DEPRESSION, AGITATION,
AGGRESSION
TEST OR PROCEDURE: HEARING TEST FROM AN
AUDIOLOGIST AT LEAST EVERY 2 YEARS, OR MORE
FREQUENTLY IF INDICATED BY POSSIBLE CHANGE IN
HEARING

VISION IMPAIRMENT
POSSIBLE IMPACT: ANXIETY, DEPRESSION, APPARENT
LOSS OF COGNITIVE SKILLS, AGITATION
TEST OR PROCEDURE: COMPLETE VISION EXAM
AT LEAST EVERY 2 YEARS OR MORE FREQUENTLY IF
INDICATED BY POSSIBLE CHANGE IN VISION

SEIZURES
POSSIBLE IMPACT: AGGRESSION, DEPRESSION,
APPARENT LOSS OF COGNITIVE SKILLS
TEST OR PROCEDURE: EEG AND IMAGING OF THE
BRAIN (CT SCAN OR MRI)

HYPERTHYROIDISM
POSSIBLE IMPACT: ANXIETY, HYPERACTIVITY,
DEPRESSION, LOSS OF COGNITIVE SKILLS TEST OR
PROCEDURE: BLOOD TEST FOR TSH AND FREE T4 (AND
POSSIBLY FREE T3)

URINARY TRACT PROBLEMS
* *INCLUDES URINARY TRACT INFECTIONS AND
DIFFICULTY/INABILITY TO EMPTY THE URINARY
BLADDER POSSIBLE IMPACT: DEVELOPMENT OF
INCONTINENCE, URINARY FREQUENCY, AGITATION,
ANXIETY TEST OR PROCEDURE: URINALYSIS (URINE
TEST) AND POSSIBLY URINE CULTURE; ULTRASOUND
OF THE BLADDER AND KIDNEY (A PRE- AND POSTVOID
ULTRASOUND OR A BLADDER SCAN IS HELPFUL TO
ASSESS FOR PROBLEMS WITH EMPTYING THE
BLADDER)

ARTHRITIS
POSSIBLE IMPACT: AGITATION, DEPRESSION,
APPARENT LOSS OF SKILLS TEST OR PROCEDURE:
PHYSICAL EXAM; X-RAYS

DIABETES
POSSIBLE IMPACT: APPARENT LOSS OF SKILLS,
URINARY INCONTINENCE, INCREASED URINARY
FREQUENCY AND/OR DRINKING OF FLUIDS,
AGITATION, DEPRESSION TEST OR PROCEDURE:
BLOOD SUGAR; CONSIDER HEMOGLOBIN A1C
(FURTHER TESTING INDICATED IF BLOOD SUGAR
SUGGESTS DIABETES)

DENTAL CONCERNS
POSSIBLE IMPACT: AGITATION, POOR EATING,
DEPRESSION, AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOR TEST OR
PROCEDURE: THOROUGH DENTAL EXAM; DENTAL
EXAMS AS INDICATED 

HYPOTHYROIDISM
POSSIBLE IMPACT: DEPRESSION, LOSS OF COGNITIVE
SKILLS, APPETITE CHANGE TEST OR PROCEDURE:
BLOOD TEST FOR TSH AND FREE T4

SLEEP APNEA & OTHER SLEEP
DIFFICULTIES
POSSIBLE IMPACT: DEPRESSION, LOSS OF COGNITIVE
SKILLS, AGITATION, PSYCHOSES TEST OR PROCEDURE:
OBSERVE SLEEP AND KEEP A SLEEP LOG (ALTHOUGH IT
IS EASY TO MISS SLEEP APNEA WITH OBSERVATION
ALONE); FORMAL SLEEP STUDY IN A SLEEP LAB OR AT
HOME

GASTROINTESTINAL
PROBLEMS POSSIBLE IMPACT: LOSS OF APPETITE,
DEPRESSION, AGITATION, ANXIETY TEST OR
PROCEDURE: STOOL TEST FOR BLOOD; BLOOD TESTS
FOR ANEMIA (CBC), CELIAC DISEASE, LIVER DISEASE,
AND GALL BLADDER DISEASE; X-RAYS, ULTRASOUNDS,
CT SCANS, AND ENDOSCOPY AS INDICATED BY
HISTORY, PHYSICAL, AND OTHER TESTS

MEDICATION SIDE EFFECTS
POSSIBLE IMPACT: CAN CONTRIBUTE TO ESSENTIALLY
ANY BEHAVIORAL OR PSYCHOLOGICAL CHANGE TEST
OR PROCEDURE: CAREFUL HISTORY TO LOOK FOR
POTENTIAL LINK TO MEDICATION; POSSIBLE TRIAL OFF
THE MEDICATION

CERVICAL SUBLUXATION
POSSIBLE IMPACT: LOSS OF SKILLS (PARTICULARLY
DECREASED AMBULATION SKILLS, LOSS OF MUSCLE
FUNCTION, INCONTINENCE), ANXIETY, AGITATION,
DEPRESSION, LOSS OF INTEREST IN ACTIVITIES
TEST OR PROCEDURE: THOROUGH NEUROLOGICAL
EXAM (AS PART OF PHYSICAL EXAM); LATERAL
CERVICAL SPINE X-RAYS IN FLEXION, EXTENSION, AND
NEUTRAL; CT SCAN AND/OR MRI OF CERVICAL SPINE

treatment of the physical problem alone is often not
adequate. It is necessary to address the problem from all
aspects: physical, psychological, and social.

Below is a list of physical health conditions, their possible
impact on mental health, and tests or procedures that can
be done to assess for the conditions. The list is not
comprehensive. In our experience, these conditions have
most often contributed to mental health problems in
adolescents and adults with Down syndrome. Based on the
history, physical, and findings of the tests or procedures,
referral to a specialist may also be indicated.



Is the NDSAN an adoption agency?
The NDSAN is NOT an adoption agency. We are a national,
domestic adoption program. We are here to help when an
expectant parent or new parent calls us because they have
received a diagnosis of Down syndrome for their child. We
educate the family on what is Down syndrome and we
provide Down syndrome parent counseling. If the family
decides to parent, we refer them to their local parent group.
If they decide to make an adoption plan, the NDSAN has a
registry of families who are home study-ready and who are
approved to adopt a child with Down syndrome. At that
point, we bring in an adoption agency (we have
relationships with agencies all across the US) who has
experience with special needs adoption. The agency helps
with the legal side of the adoption process. The NDSAN is
here for information, resources, and support, for expectant
families, new families, and for families interested in getting
on our registry.

I live outside of the United States, can the
NDSAN help me adopt a child with Down
syndrome?
The NDSAN only works within the United States, but we
can connect you with your local Down syndrome support
group who may know of adoption programs within your
country, who can help you look into adopting a child with
Down syndrome in your community. 

I want to provide foster care to a child with
Down syndrome; can the NDSAN help me?
The NDSAN is strictly an adoption program, but if you are
interested in providing for a child with Down syndrome,
you will contact your county department of Child & Family
Services, Adoption/Foster Care division. 

Contact Information
Stephanie Thompson, NDSAN Director
Stephanie@ndsan.org |  513-709-1751 | www.ndsan.org

Why do you only feature older children on
your website? I want to adopt an infant.
The children we feature on our website are children who
are in foster care, but ready to be adopted by a family. Most
kiddos in foster care are “legally free” (that’s the actual
term!) for adoption at around the age of 3, 4, or 5,
depending on when the child goes into the foster care
system, because the courts and county want.

I can’t afford to adopt the children you
feature on your website.
 The NDSAN charges no fees for our services; we are a non-
profit program. We are supported by donations. The
children featured on our site are in foster care, and there
are no placement fees associated with their placement. And
if there are any expenses related to adopting a child from
foster care, their state (most of them) will reimburse those
expenses up to a certain amount. 

I follow you on social media and you post so
many cute kiddos! Can I adopt those
children?
A lot of times the NDSAN will use a picture with a post. If
the post doesn’t say that a family is needed, then that child
has been adopted by a NDSAN family, and we were given
permission by the family to use their child’s picture to make
our posts more beautiful!

How do I adopt a child with Down
syndrome?
 The NDSAN created a webinar that’s a little over an hour
long, and this video is geared for adopting a child with
Down syndrome within the United States, with the help of
the NDSAN. In the webinar, “Adopting a Child with Down
Syndrome”, we take a deep dive into the adoption process:
How we work; what type of home study should you get,
what type of agency should you go with; and so much more!
www.youtube.com/ndsan.

mailto:Stephanie@ndsan.org


The word adoption holds so many emotions for me. I tear
up every time I read the word or even say it. 

In my husband's line of work, he often sees abuse or neglect
of children. After one specific incident, he came home in
tears. It took a few days before he finally came to me and
asked if we could look into adoption because so many
children need a loving home. I gladly agreed. We decided
to look into adopting through the foster system and, we
were able to complete our home study before Covid-19 hit.
It was only a few weeks later that we heard from Stephanie
with NDSAN about a little boy who might be a good match
for our family. We read his biography, and it felt like I was
holding my baby for the first time. I cried, and my husband
hugged me. We knew this was our child. Our other children
asked if they could see a picture, and we shared one of his
pictures with them. Our 5 year old exclaimed, "He looks just
like me!" That next week was the longest week of my life as
we waited to hear if we were selected. On day five, I vividly
remember waking up worried in the middle of the night
because we were so far into the week and had not heard an
answer about if we had been chosen. I spent so much time
on my knees that week praying and trusting God that he
had a plan for our family and a plan for baby K. When
Monday came around, I emailed Stephanie and told her I
understood I wasn't supposed to be asking, but if she could
please give us any update, we would be grateful. I don't
think I will ever find a more compassionate woman than
Stephanie. She knew my heart, and she understood it's
ache. She graciously said she would find out more details. 

Later that day we were contacted by the baby's case social
worker who said the family would like to have a phone call
with us. Mike and I were so nervous for the phone call. 

When we heard the other mother's voice on the line, a
peaceful feeling rushed over us. My heart was at ease, and I
instantly loved her. The next day we received a phone call
from Stephanie saying, "Congratulations Mama!" I still sob
whenever I think of those words.

Baby K was born in the Ukraine and adopted at the age of 2.
He weighed 13 pounds at the time. The family who adopted
him was in the Ukraine adopting another little boy when
the mother looked in Baby K's crib next to her baby and saw
that he would die if she did not adopt him. She asked the
orphanage director if she could bring him home as well,
and they agreed. This mother told me over the phone that
she feels like she was letting God down because she no
longer could take care of Baby K, but she knew God wanted
her to bring him home from the Ukraine. I was overcome
with emotion because I did not feel she was letting God
down. She was only part of a bigger plan to bring my baby
to me. I will forever love her for making such a big sacrifice.

In planning for an adoption, we budgeted for a foster
system adoption, which is significantly less expensive than
a private adoption. To get Baby K, it was considered private,
which made the price skyrocket, but somehow God held our
hand through the process so we were able to get the funds
and bring our baby home.

I can still feel the tears stinging my face as I ran to the car
that carried Baby K to us when we got to meet and hold him
for the first time. He is perfect. He is perfect for our family,
and it was meant to be. We cannot imagine our life without
him and are so thankful for Stephanie with NDSAN. She
completed us. 




